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2. Rotary hook

2-1.  Rotary hook

Lubrication hole

Race

Hook point

Inner hook

Outer hook

Lubrication hole

During stop

Rotary hook

Bobbin case

Two types are available 

depending on the machine model. 

(Refer to p.5)
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2-2.  Bobbin case

There are following 2 types of bobbin cases which are equipped to the machine and shipped.

(1) Bobbin case with thread guide L

For flat bed type machine with 

regular rotary hook

Jumbo rotary hook of cylinder type 

machine and flat bed type machine

Do not use the bobbin case with thread guide L for cylinder bed type machine. 

Mis-stitching at start could occur. This bobbin case can be used only for the following 

machine models.

Thread guide L Thread guide coil

Thread guide L

Slit

Latch lever

Tension adjusting screw

Spring edge

! CAUTION
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(a)

Pay attention to the direction of the bobbin.

(c) Lead the thread to the spring edge. (d) Hook the thread to the thread guide L.

Set the bobbin in the bobbin case.

After that, adjust the tension. (Refer to p.17)(e)

[How to set a bobbin]

(b)Put the thread into the slit.

Pull out the thread about 5 cm
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(2) Bobbin case with thread guide coil. 

Thread guide coil

Spring edge

Slit

Latch lever

Tension adjusting screw

Pull out the thread 
about 5 cm
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2-3.  Bobbin

Winding amount of the under thread [1] is adequate. When under thread is not wound evenly like 

[2] or [3], the thread breakage, biting or bad finish of sewing will occur.

(a)

Pay attention to the direction of the bobbin.

(b) Put the thread into the slit.

(c) Lead the thread to the spring edge. (d) Wind the thread to the thread guide coil.

Set the bobbin in the bobbin case.

After that, adjust the tension. (Refer to p.17)

Enlarged

(e)

[How to set a bobbin]

[1]

When the winding condition of the under thread is like above figure [2] or [3], the

adjustment of the under thread winder is necessary. For details, refer to the separate

volume  UNDER THREAD WINDER .

When you wind the under thread to the bobbin adequately, its length is as shown in

the chart below (an example).

Bobbin for regular rotary hook Bobbin for jumbo rotary hook

100 mm 180m

Adequate amount

Overwound

[2] [3]


	1. Machine needle
	1-1. Name of each part
	1-2. Standard needle
	(1) The tip of the needle is spherical and has excellent durability.
	(2) It can be used for various purposes such as from thin to thick fabric, knit.
	(3) It is effective to prevent the breakage of the thread and the needle.

	1-3. Relation between the needle and the thread
	1-4. Change of needle
	(1) The tip of the needle might have been broken.
	(2) The blade might have bent.
	(3) Any adhesive material such as a glue might have stuck to the needle.
	(4) The needle may not be suitable for the thread or the fabric used.


	2. Rotary hook
	2-1. Rotary hook
	2-2. Bobbin case
	(1) Bobbin case with thread guide L
	(2) Bobbin case with thread guide coil.

	2-3. Bobbin

	3. Thread
	4. Fabric stretching
	5. Threading
	5-1. TFMX-C, TFMX-IIC, TFMX, TWMX-C, TLMX, TCMX
	(1) Pass the thread into the groove of the tension stud. (Indicated by the arrows)
	(2) To perform threading through the spiral tube, use the threader (accessory).

	5-2. TFGN II, TMBR-SC, TMBP-SC
	(1) Pass the thread through the groove of the tension stud (indicated by an arrow).
	(2) For threading through the spiral tube, use the threader (accessory).

	5-3. TMAR-KC TYPE-2, TMCR-VF
	(1) Pass the thread through the groove of the tension stud (indicated by an arrow).
	(2) For threading through the spiral tube, use the threader (accessory).


	6. Adjusting Thread Tension
	6-1. Under thread tension
	(1) When not using a measuring gauge
	(2) When using a measuring gauge

	6-2. Upper thread tension
	(1) Remove entangling of the thread at the 1st tension. It is all right that only light tension is applied here.
	(2) Adjust at the 2nd tension while pulling out the thread so that the tension becomes 100 to 130 g.


	7. Relation between needle and rotary hook
	7-1. Needle bar lower dead point
	(1) Turn the main shaft, and set the main shaft angle to 178°. Lower the needle bar.
	(2) Fit the lower dead point gauge (as the picture shown below) so that the needle puts into the groove of the gauge. If the gauge cannot be fitted or has a play in the up/down direction, please consult the distributor as there is a possibility that ...

	7-2. Timing between needle and rotary hook

	8. Role of each part
	8-1. Presser foot (TFGN II, TFMX-C, TFMX-IIC, TFMX, TWMX-C, TLMX, TCMX, TMBP-SC)
	(1) Insert T-wrench (accessory) into the hole of the left-side box. Turn T-wrench counterclockwise and set the main shaft angle to 178 while checking descending of the needle bar.
	(2) Loosen the screw to detach the cover.
	(3) Loosen the screw, and tighten the screw with the presser foot touching fabric lightly.
	(4) After adjusting of one head, check if height of the presser foot is almost the same at any needle bar (broken line part A in the illustration below).

	8-2. Presser foot (TMAR-KC TYPE-2, TMCR-VF, TMBR-SC)
	8-3. Thread breakage detector
	8-4. Middle thread guide with thread take-up spring
	8-5. Upper thread lock device

	1. Chenille stitches
	1-1. Stitch type
	1-2. Needle for chenille stitch
	1-3. Combination of needle, nipple and needle plate
	1-4. Looper

	2. Threader
	2-1. Threader
	(1) Pass the thread through the first tension.
	(2) Pass the thread through the second tension and the 3rd tension.
	(3) Put the threader (accessory) into the hole at the back of the needle plate.
	(4) Pass the thread to the end of the threader, and pull up the threader. The threader can be passed from the bottom to the top.

	2-2. Adjusting Thread Tension
	(1) Select L (Loop stitches) by the operation (Manual Stitch Type Selection: F5-3) of the operation panel.
	(2) Apply tension lightly to the thread at the first tension, and adjust the second tension so that the thread tension will be about 25 g.
	(3) Select C (Chain stitches) by the operation (Manual Stitch Type Selection: F5-3) of the operation panel.
	(4) Adjust the third tension so that the thread tension will be 35 to 50 g.


	1. Frame spec.
	(1) S spec. It is a standard frame spec.
	(2) W (D) spec. Activating odd-numbered heads only will embroider to 2 heads space by 1 head.
	(3) WE (DE) spec. This spec. performs the embroidery to W space by activating all heads (the embroidery space is for two heads). X-axis embroidery space is added by one head (part A in below illustration).
	(4) WJ (TE) spec. The machine will assume two heads as one head and embroider to a space for two heads by grouping.

	2. How to use middle sash stay (accessory)
	(1) Remove the screw 1 (truss head screw M4*8), and detach the border frame crosswise sash 2.
	(2) Attach the border frame crosswise sash 2 to the middle sash 3 by using the screw 1.
	(3) Attach the stay 4. The number of pieces to use (one piece or two pieces) differs depending on Y-axis length. (p.43)




